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Propulsive, dark, and 
moving, Aesthetica is a Veronica for 

the age of “Instagram face,” delivering 
a fresh, nuanced examination of 
feminism, #MeToo, and mother-
daughter relationships, all while 

confronting our collective addiction to 
followers, filters, and faux realities 

SELECT PRAISE FOR AESTHETICA 

“This debut novel follows a 35-year-old woman undergoing a surgery to reverse the plastic surgeries she underwent 
while she was a teenage Instagram influencer living under the thrall of an abusive manager and lover. Allie Rowbottom’s 
book is as dark as it sounds, but it’s also vital, written with real anger and compassion. One of the best American novels 

so far about social media, it’s a chilling look at the state of today’s world—both real and virtual, although those 
boundaries keep blurring.”—NPR, AN NPR BEST BOOK OF 2022 

“Aesthetica asks whether someone devoted to beauty can decide to know who they are, rather than simply change it . . . 
No matter which we choose, we somehow always end up right back where we started, still believing we can somehow 

make ourselves over.”—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW 

“Aesthetica . . . fashions the life of one IG-famous hopeful into a study of our eternal anxieties about youth and desire 
and self-commodification versus self-empowerment, all against a background of reply-guys comments, brand-friendly 

boob jobs, and cannabis sponsorship deals.”—VANITY FAIR 

“Indispensable . . . The novel is uncanny in its ability to zoom in and lay bare the effects social media has on our 
perception of youth, beauty, and relevance, but it also raises questions about whether using your body as currency can 
ever be a form of self-empowerment, the cost of excessive self-promotion, patriarchal power dynamics, and whether 

the staggering amount of time and money spent to become visually “perfect” is ever really worth it.”—GLAMOUR 

CONTINUED PUBLICITY 

FEATURED AS: A Bustle Book Club Pick, Publishers Weekly Pick of the Week, +20k likes on Instagram and TikTok 

MORE REVIEWS IN: The Hollywood Reporter, The Observer, Astra Mag, Apartment Therapy, Electric Lit, KQED, Alta 
Magazine, Thirft Books, The Irish Times, Book Riot, LitHub, AnOther Mag, Vol 1 Brooklyn, The Millions, and more! 

INTERVIEWS/EXCERPTS ON: Elle.com, Interview Magazine, Nylon, New York Magazine/The Cut, Vogue 


